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Pennsylvania Railroad Company.

Office of the General Superintendent Motive Power.

Altoona, Pa., December 15 , 1910

At the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, held in

St. Louis in 1904, The Pennsylvania Railroad Sys-
tem conducted a series of tests on the Locomotive
Testing Plant, forming a part of their Exhibit. The
results are contained in a book entitled "Locomotive
Tests and Exhibits," published by The Pennsylvania
Railroad System.

Included in the locomotives tested are four of

the four-cylinder Compound Atlantic type, but there
was insufficient time before the close of the Exposi-
tion at St. Louis to make tests of the Simple Cylin-
der Atlantic type locomotive included in the pro-
gram.

After the locomotive Testing Plant had been
installed at Altoona, Pa., complete tests v^ere made
of a P. R. R. class "E2a" locomotive of the two-cyl-
inder simple Atlantic type. Bulletin No. 5 gives the
results of the tests of this locomotive. It is to be
considered supplemental to the publication issued
after the close of the Louisiana Purchase Ex-
position and gives the means of comparing the per-
formance of the Simple Cylinder locomotive with
that of the Four-Cylinder Compound locomotives.

A. W. GIBBS,
General Superintendent Motive PoAver.
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Pennsylvania Railroad Company

LOCOMOTIVE TESTING PLANT

AT

Altoona, Penna.

I9I0.

Tests of "E2A'" Atlantic Type, Simple Locomotive.

Pennsylvania Railroad Company.

BULLETIN No. 5

Copyright, 1910, by Pennsylvania Railroad Company.

The original program of tests that was planned by the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company to be made on the Locomotive

Testing Plant at St. Louis, in 1904, included tests of one of the

Company's simple passenger locomotives of the Atlantic type

with D valves* and a locomotive of this type was prepared

and held in readiness for the tests, but as the time at St. Louis

was not sufficient, these tests could not be carried out.

That tests of a simple two-cylinder passenger locomotive,

made under the same conditions as were maintained in the tests

of the four-cylinder balanced compound passenger locomotives,

would be of particular interest has been apparent.

Upon the completion of the Testing Plant at its permanent

location at Altoona this locomotive was placed upon it, and the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company now makes public in the follow-

ing pages the results of such a series of tests as was formerly

contemplated.

This locomotive, No. 5266, has been tested by the same

methods and under as nearly as possible the same conditions,

using the same kind of coal as with the locomotives tested at St.

Louis, so that comparisons are possible with these former tests.

As the methods used in testing are given in detail in the report

of the St. Louis tests, no extended description of them will be

given here.
• See "Locomotive Tests and Exhibits," P. R. R., St. Louis, 1904.
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Description of the: Locomotive.

Locomotive No. 5266 is of the Atlantic type with two simple

cylinders and is known as the "E2a" class. It is identical in all

respects with the other locomotives of its class and may be taken

as representative of a large class of passenger locomotives used

on the Pennsylvania Railroad in regular service.

The locomotive was huilt in 1904 and has seen considerable

service since that time. In preparing it for the tests it was taken

into the shop and the boiler thoroughly cleaned and new tubes

put in. New tires were put on the driving wheels to bring them

up to the regular diameter of 80 inches. The machinery was

thoroughly overhauled and put in good repair. The cylinders

were found to be smooth and they were not rebored. The loco-

motive was then placed upon the plant and run for some time to

get the bearing surfaces in good condition before beginning the

tests.

Before the tests were completed the front driving wheel

tires had become flat in one place, due, probably, to a soft place

in the tire, and the locomotive was removed from the plant and

the tires of the driving wheels turned.

The general dimensions of the locomotive are given below

:

Total weight, in working order, lbs 184,167

Weight on drivers, in working order, lbs.. 110,001

Cylinders (simple) size inches 201/2^26

Diameter of driving wheels, inches 80

Fire-box heating surface, square feet 156.86

Heating surface of tubes (water side)

square feet 2,471.04

Total heating surface (based on water side

tubes) , square feet 2,627.90

Total heating surface (based on fire side

tubes), square feet 2,319.26

Grate area, square feet 55.5

Boiler pressure, lbs. per square inch 205

Valves, type Wilson double ported, slide

Valve gear Stephenson

Fire-box, type Wide, Belpaire

Number of tubes 315

Outside diameter of tubes, inches 2

Length of tubes, inches 180



The maximum calculated tractive effort at starting is 22,500

pounds with 80 per cent, of the boiler pressure available as mean

effective pressure in the cylinders. This is equal to 136.6 pounds

per pound of mean effective pressure in the cylinders.

The ratio of weight on drivers to the calculated maximum
tractive effort is 4.9 to i.

General Arrangement oe Locomotive.

Figure 918 shows the general arrangement of the locomotive

and the location of the instruments used in testing.

Boiler.

The boiler, Figure 920, has no very unusual features; it is

of the Belpaire type with a wide grate and sloping back head and

throat sheet. The water spaces have been arranged with the idea

of promoting good circulation. There is no brick arch, but there

is what may be called a combustion chamber, though it is of small

volume. This combustion space is increased by the dead grate

at the front end of the grate. The feed water is delivered to

the boiler through the back head, with an internal pipe to deliver

it to the front end. There is no superheater or feed water heating

device. The boiler is of steel throughout with plain tubes.

Smoke Box.

The arrangement of the draft appliances and netting in the

smoke-box is shown in Figure 921.

The diaphragm is perforated and is fitted with the usual

movable lower part. There is an inside stack reaching down
nearly to the centre of the smoke-box. The exhaust nozzle is

single and the tip is below the centre line of the smoke-box. The
steam pipe, or branch pipe, is a single pipe in this locomotive in

the centre of the smoke-box.

Neither the diaphragm nor the nozzle was changed during

the series of tests.

Grate.

The grate is of the usual rocking finger type (see Figure

922) and can be shaken in four separate sections. At the front-

end there is a section of the grate without air inlets, or a "dead

grate" about 18 inches wide. The grate is practically level.

There is a drop grate section at both front and back of the fire-

box. The active shaking part of the grate has an area of about

31 square feet, while the total area, including the whole space at

the top of the grate up to the boiler sheets, is 55.5 square feet.
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Soon after the tests were started it was found that with the

damper in the ash-pan open the air inlet was not sufficiently large

for tests of heavy load and the inlet area was increased by cutting

holes in the ash-pan sides, so that the area of inlet for air was

increased from 2.3 square feet to 6.3 square feet. This latter

area was found to give not more than seven-tenths of an inch of

water vacuum. at full load tests.

It is probable that the area of opening in the ash-pan that is

required on the Testing Plant, where the locomotive is stationary,

is in excess of what would be necessary to give similar draught

conditions where the locomotive is in service on the road, though

data is not at hand to determine this.

The coal used in the tests of No. 5266 was the Scalp Level

coal as used in the tests at St. Louis. The average analyses for

the two series of tests are given below

:

Tests of No. 5266
St. Liouis Tests. at Altoona.

Fixed Carbon 75-85 per cent. 76.25 per cent.

Volatile combustible. 16.25 " " 16.13 " "

Moisture 9 " " 1.60 " "

Ash 7.00 '' " 6.02 " "

100.00 " " 100.00 " "

'Sulphur determined

separately 90 " " .94 " "

B. T. U. per pound of

coal 15025 15143

In the following tables and plots the items of most general

interest are given, while the complete records of the tests are

shown in the appendix.

The conditions under which the tests were made were selected

in the following manner: The reverse lever latch was placed in

the notch which would give the least possible cut-off in the cylin-

ders, and with fully opened throttle and constant speed a test was

run. Then the reverse lever was advanced to the next notch,

giving a longer cut-oft* and another test run. This increase

of cut-off was continued until at this speed the boiler would fail

to supply steam at approximately working pressure. This pro-

cess was then repeated for the next higher speed. Thus the

tests show the performance of the locomotive for almost its whole

range of action. The higher power tests at each speed showing,

with certain exceptions, the power that the locomotive is capable



of delivering for a considerable length of time, such as two of

three hours or the time required for a run over a loo-mile division

of road.

This method of testing the locomotive under conditions

which could be sustained for a considerable time, while it is the

only fair method, does not, of course, give the much higher power

that could be shown for a test of short duration, where the re-

serve power of a boiler full of heated water is drawn upon for a

short time without using the injector to keep up the supply. It

will be noted that in all of the tests that the injector was in

operation practically all of the time of the test. (See item No.

226 in appendix.)

TESTS ON ATLANTIC TYPE, SIMPLE, LOCOMOTIVE NO. 5266.



before ending the test, so that the total quantities would be ap-

proximately equal for tests at either light or heavy power.

While it cannot be said that any fixed method was rigidly

adhered to in these tests, an endeavor was made to obtain an

evaporation of 30 pounds of water for each square foot of heat-

ing surface or a total of approximately 70,000 pounds, though

no tests were made of more than three hours duration. At speeds

of 240 and 280 revolutions per minute many difficulties arise that

limit the possibility of making successful tests, so rather than

incur the risk of having to stop the locomotive with a test uncom-

pleted, the time of these high speed tests was reduced to an hour

or an hour and a half. As data throughout the full range of

the boiler capacity can be determined at the intermediate speeds,

there is little gained by running these high speed tests longer than

is required to obtain enough readings to determine the perform-

ance of the engines of the locomotive and the draw-bar pull.

BOILER PERFORMANCE
General Conditions—Table No. 901.

The data for the tests in tables 901 to 908 inclusive are

TABLE No. 901—GENERAL BOILER CONDITIONS.

Identification
of Test



arranged according to the equivalent evaporation per hour (item

344, table No. 902), as this is a convenient index of the rate at

which the boiler is working. The average steam pressure (item

217) can best be studied by reference to the graphical logs of the

tests where the variations in pressure at each lo-minute interval

are shown. The pressure reading was obtained by means of a

sensitive gage mounted near the locomotive and connected to it

by a flexible pipe. The gage has been found to give better service

in this position than when mounted on the locomotive and ex-

posed to the heat of the boiler. A correction was made in the

gage reading for the head of condensed steam in the gage connec-

tion pipe.

As indicated in column 211, the feed water temperature was,

at times, as low as 40° F, making a difference between the actual

weight of water evaporated per hour and the equivalent evapora-

tion of as much as 4,983 pounds.

The last column of table 901 gives the total coal per square

foot of grate for the whole time of the test. In two tests only,

the quantity is below 100 pounds.

Evaporation—Table 902.

This table shows the rates at which the boiler delivered

steam to the engines, and it also shows the range of this delivery

and the practical limitations upon the boiler capacity. Starting

with an evaporation of 14,673 pounds per hour, the rates per

Jiour advance by fairly even stages until an evaporation of about

30,000 pounds is reached. Where an evaporation of 30,721

pounds per hour is shown in test 918 the steam pressure, as

shown by the graphical log for this test, could not be maintained

and the upper limit of boiler delivery was exceeded in this test.

The boiler may be expected to deliver a maximum of 30,000

pounds of steam per hour with this coal and these draught ar-

rangements. The quality of the steam does not vary greatly

from a mean of about 98.5 per cent., or practically dry steam,

and the results do not indicate that a greater amount of moisture

is present in the steam when the boiler is delivering large quan-

tities of steam than when the evaporation is low.
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TABLE No. 902—EVAPORATION.

Identification
of Test
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TABLE No. 903—BOILER POWER.

Identification
of Test
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TABLE No. 904—COAL AND RATE OP COMBUSTION.

Id€
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TABLE No. 905—CINDERS AND SPARKS.

IdentiflcatiQii
of Test
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TABLE No. 906—DRAUGHT, RATE OF COMBUSTION, SMOKE-

BOX AND FIRE-BOX TEMPERTURES.

Identification
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TABI-/E No. 907—EVAPORATIVE PERFORMANCE.

Identification
of Test
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Smokk-Box Casus—Table 908.

The analysis of the smoke-box gases is of interest in show-

ing the completeness of the combustion, and by reference to col-

•vmin 254 a very small percentage of carbon monoxide is shown

TAIBIiE No. 908—iSMOKE-BOX GAjSES.

Identification
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evident that a further Increase in cut-off would result in slipping

the driving wheels, should the adhesion become momentarily re-

duced from any cause. The limit of the boiler to supply steam

was not nearly reached at this speed, nor was it quite reached at

I20 revolutions, though the evaporation at 120 revolutions per

minute would indicate that it is close to the limit of boiler power.

At 160 revolutions per minute, or 38.2 miles per hour, the boiler

.power limit was reached and exceeded, and for this and the

Jiigher speeds the danger of slipping was not a factor in limiting

ithe cut-off used.

TADIJE No. 90'9—OHNERAlL EiNOINE CONiDITIOiN'S.

Id€
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due to the unbalanced reciprocating weights, is so great at this

speed that it was thought best not to subject the dynamometer to

:these violent shocks for a longer time. It is evident also from

the draw-bar pull record obtained at this speed that the dyna-

mometer, unless protected from the effect of these forces, cannot

give a true indication of the draw-bar pull.

Between the dynamometer and the locomotive are placed oil

dash-pots to absorb the vibrations which are present at all

speeds, and for the lower speeds the dash-pots effectually control

these unbalanced forces. If it were possible to run this locomo-

tive at 320 revolutions with a cut-off of 25 or 30 per cent., it is

probable that the action of the steam in the cylinders would

assist the dash-pots in reducing these forces.

It has been found that if the throttle is suddenly closed at

speeds of 280 or 320 revolutions, the vibrations set up are very

violent in the absence of compression in the cylinders. The loco-

motive could not maintain the steam pressure, however, with the

cut-off greater than about 15 per cent.

From an inspection of the diagram (Fig. 910) and table 909,

(items 268-272), it is apparent that tests at different speeds, while

run with the reverse lever in the same notch, do not have the

same actual cut-off in the cylinders, but the cut-off point becomes

later as the speed increases, due, probably, to a springing of the

valve motion. This effect is so marked that the locomotive will

run forward at the higher speeds with the reverse lever in one

of the notches of the backward motion. As shown in table 909,

ithe cut-off increases from 15.7 per cent, at 80 revolutions per

minute to 21.4 per cent, at 320 revolutions per minute, while

•nominal cut-off or reverse lever notch remains the same.

,Mf,an Effective Pressure, Indicated Horse-Power and

'Steam Consumption—Table 910.

The steam consumption decreases as the indicated horse-

power increases, and while the best result is 23.81 pounds of dry

steam per indicated horse-power hour, the minimum rate of

which the engines are capable does not appear to have been

reached before the limit of the boiler to supply steam had been

found.
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TABLE No. 910—MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE, INDICATED
HORSE-POWER AND STEAM CONSUMPTION.

Identiflcation
of Test

Laboratory

Designation a ^

Si o
a 'P-,

fm W
aw
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TABLE No. 911—DYNAMOMETER RECORDS.

Identification
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TABLE No. 912—MACHINE EFFICIENCY.

Identification
of Test
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30
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maximum results obtained in the tests. At speeds of 120, 160,

200, 240 and 280 the maximum pulls developed in the tests ap-

proached closely the calculated maximum.

The calculated tractive power at starting is 22,500 pounds,

and it is probable that the slowest speed at which the full power

of the boiler could be utilized is about 40 revolutions per minute,

or about 10 miles per hour.
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COMPARISON OF TWO ATLANTIC TYPE PASSENGER LOCOMO-
TIVES.

Of the 'passcng'er locomotives tested at St. Louis in 1904,

the New York Central locomotive, No. 3000, resembled Pennsyl-

vania Railroad locomotive No. 5266 in general dimensions, weight

and class of service for which it was designed. It was, however,

a four-cylinder balanced compound, while the 5266 is a simple

locomotive.

In order to show a comparison of the results obtained on a

simple and a compound locomotive, the following diagrams have

been prepared from the results of tests on these two locomotives.

Before taking up the discussion of these diagrams, however,

some of the principal dimensions of tlie locomotives are given in

parallel columns in order to show in what particulars they differ.

(N. T. C. R. iR. P. (R. R.
No. 3O00. No. 526S

Total weight of locomotive

working order, lbs 200,000 184,167

Weight on drivers, locomo-

tive, working order, lbs. 110,000 110,001

Cylinders, diameter and

stroke, inches 151/3x26x26 20^x26
Driving wheels, diameter,

inches 79 80

Boiler, diameter, inches... 72}i 67

Tubes, -number 390 315
" diameter, inches... 2 2

" length, " ... 191.29 179-78

Heating surface, fire-box,

(fire ,side), sq. ft 202.83 156.86

Heating surface, tubes

(fire side), sq. ft 2848.36 2162.4

Heating surface, total

(fire side), sq. ft 3051.19 2319.26

Grate area, sq. ft 49-9 55-5
Ratio heating surface to

grate surface 61 . 10 41-79
Boiler volume, cubic feet

steam space 77-41 109.9

Boiler volume, cubic feet

water space 331.66 338.6
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BoiivER Pe;ri?ormance.

The coal used was that from the Scalp Level mines of the

Bervvind-White Coal Mining- iCompany, both for the 3000 at St.

Lonis and the 5266 at Altoona.

In Fig. I, where the fire-box and smoke-box temperatures

are plotted, the differences between the two locomotives are small.

The 3000 had a brick arch in the fire-box, but no difference in
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foot of heating surface, no difference is found between the two

boilers. In other words, the efficiency of a square foot of heating

surface in the boiler of 5266 is the same as the .efficiency of a

square foot of heating surface in the boiler of No. 3000, and

this is true for all rates of evaporation.
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The highest equivalent evaporation per square foot of heating

surface is nearly the same for each boiler, being 16.34 pounds

per hour in the case of the 3000 and 16.03 pounds for the 5266.



3?

limiting factors in maximum evaporation obtained with long cut-

offs, due to the accumulation of cinders in the front end, which
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generally recognized, and that is that the difference in the water

rate oir siteam per horse-power hour is not a constant difference

expressaMe as a certain definite percentage of saving. When
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powers were o'btained, as a rule, at the higher speeds, the curves

would indicate that the simple locomotive is working most eco-

nomically at its highest speeds, while the reverse is true of the

compound.

It will he remembered that in the case of the simple and com-
pound freight locomotives tested at St. Louis the conclusions

arrived at in regard to the steam consumption were as follows:

"In general the steam consumption of the simple engines de-

creased with increase in speed, while that of the compounds
increased, which would lead to the conclusion that the steam dis-

tribution of the compounds was less satisfactory at high speeds

than that of the simple."* The maximum horse-power developed
by ithe 3000 was 1641, while the maximum for the 5266 was
1281.
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In Fig. 2 we have seen that the evaporation per pound of

coal decreases as the output of the boiler in steam increases, and

this decrease explains the difference in the appearance of the

curves in Figs. 5 and 6. It would appear at first sight as though

the curves for coal per indicated horse-power hour should follow

the same law as do the curves for steam, and this would
be the case if it were not for the fact that as the output of the

boiler increases, it is at the expense of a greater and greater

quantity of coal per pound of water evaporated.
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but as the limit of power is approached by the compound the

steam rate advances more rapidly than would apparently be the

case with a simple locomotive. This is only another way of

showing that the advantage of compounding may not be realized

at high speeds, as was developed in the discussion of Fig. 5, as

judged by the two locomotives under discussion.
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Let us assume that the boiler of each locomotive will deliver

30,000 pounds of dry steam per hour to the engines. With this

weig-ht of steam the simple locomotive, No. 5266, will develop
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•Comparative Pe;rformance.

At 40 miles per hour, using 30,000 pounds of water per hour

:
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It will be noted that this percentage of saving agrees closely

with that observed under engine performance. It is also the

saving at a point where the simple locomotive is at its best, as

before noted, namely, at its maximum horse-power. Other lower

rates of evaporation might be selected where percentages of

saving would be much higher.



APPENDIX

The appendix contains

:

1. Description, dimensions and proportions of the locomotive,

(pp. 48 to 53 inchisive.

2. Summary of average results of tests, (pp. 54 to 64 in-

chisive.

3. Graphical running logs showing boiler pressure, total

water, total coal, revolutions per minute, and draw-bar pull

for each test. Each diagram was plotted during the test to

which it refers, (pp. 65 to 73 inclusive.)

4. Plots sliovv'ing relations between important items of the

tests, (pp. 74 to 103 inclusive.)

5. \^ibration Diagrams, (pp. 104 to 106 inclusive.)

6. Typical indicator diagrams. A representative set of

diagrams from each test is shown, (pp. 107 to iii inclusive.)

7. A typical dynamometer diagram for each nominal speed,

(pp. 112 to 115.)

8. Illustrations of the locomotive showing important details

and location of testing instruments.
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Description, Dimensions and Proportions of Pennsylvania E2a

Atlantic (4-4-2) Type Locomotive No. 5266.

Built at the Juniata Shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad, Altoona, Pa., July, 1904.

Driving Wheels.

1 Number of pairs

2 Approximate diameter, inches

MEASURED CIRCUMEERENCE, FEET.

3 Right, No. I 20.91 ^

.Left,

20.91

80

21.01

4
5
6

7
8

9
10 • " 3
11 " " 4
12 '' "5
13 Average 20.91

ENGINE TRUCK WHEELS.

14 Number

> 21.01

20.91 I'o 21.01

20.91 I

*"

21.01

21.01

15 Diameter, inches.

TRAILING WHEELS.

16 Diameter, inches.

4
36

50

WHEEL BASE, EEET.

17 Driving wheel base 7.42

18 Total wheel base 30-85

19 Gauge of wheels, in inches 56.13

WEIGHT OE ENGINE WITH WATER AT SECOND GAUGE COCK
AND NORMAL EIRE, IN POUNDS.

20 On truck 37)i67

21 " 1st drivers 53-334
22

" 2nd " 56,667

23
"

3rd " '

24
"

4th "

25
"

5th "

26 "
trailers 37,000

27 Total 184,167

28 " on drivers 1 10,001

CYLINDERS.

29 High pressure, number 2

30 Low " "

31 Arrangement Outside
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DIAMETER, INClJi:S.

32 High pressure, ri.s^ht 20.518
^^^ " " Icift 20.812

34 Low "
rig-lit

35
" "

left

STROKE OE FISTON, EEEl'.

36 High pressure, right 2.164

S7
" " left 2.164

38 Low "
right

39
" "

left

CLEARANCE PER CENT. OE PISTON DISPLACEMENT.

40 H. P., right, head end 12.7

41 " " crank " 12.

i

42 " left, head " 12.4

43 " " crank " 11 .9

44 L. P., right, head end

45
" " crank "

46 " left, head "

'47 " " crank "

RECEIVER, CUBIC EEET.

48 Volume, right side

49
"

left "

STEAM PORTS, INCHES.

(/''or piston vah'cs the length equals the circnnifcrenee of inside

of bushing minus the sum of the ividths of bridges.)

50 PL P. admission, right, head end, length 19-87

51 " " '" " " width 1.48

52 " " " crank " length 19.82

53 " " " '' " width 1.48

54 " " left, head " length 19.8^

55
" " " " " width 1.48

56 " " " crank " length 19.86

57 " " " " " width 1.48

58 L. P. " right, head " length

59
" " " " " width

60 " " " crank " length

61 " " " " " width
62

" "
left, head " length

63
" " " " " width

64
" " " crank " length

65
" " " " " width

66 PL P. exhaust, right, length 19.84

67 " " " width 2.98

68 " " left, length 19.92

69 " " " width 2.98
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yo L. P. " right, length

71 " " ^'' width
72

" "
left, length

73
" " " width

PISTON RODS, DIAMKTER, INCIIHS.

74 High pressure, right 3-472

7^ " " left 3.501
76 Low "

right

77
" "

left

TAIL RODS, DIAMIiTUR, INCHES.

78 High pressure, right

79
" "

left

80 L,o\v
"

rig-ht •

81 " "
left

VALVES.

82 Type Wilson Balanced Double Ported vSlide

83 Design American Balance Valve Co.

84 Per cent, of balanced to total area 75-70
85 Type of link motion Stephenson

GREATEST VALVE TRAVEL, INCHES.

86 High pressure, right 7.0

87
" "

left 7.2

88 Low "
right

89
" "

left —
OUTSIDE LAP OE VALVE, INCHES.

90 High pressure, right, head end 1.5

91 " " " crank " 1.5

92
'' " left head " 1.5

93
" " " crank " 1.5

94 Low " right, head "

95
" " " crank "

96
" " left, 'head "

97
" " " crank "

INSIDE LAP OE VALVE, INCITES.

98 High pressure, right, head end negative .16

99
" " '" crank " .16

100 "
"

left, head " .14

loi "
" " crank " .14

102 Low " right, head " ——
103 " " " crank "

104
" " left, head "

105 " " " crank "

MISCELLANEOUS.

106 Cylinder lagging material Magnesia
107 " jacket " Sheet iron

108 Lead, forward motion, right l\ negative

109
" " " leh j^

^"
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no Area of steam port in valve, sq. in 8.20

111 " " exhaust" " " " " 8.20

112

BOILER.

113 Type Belpaire, wide fire-box

114 Outside diameter, first ring", inches 67.0

TUBES.

115 Number 315
116 Outside diameter, inches 2.00

117 Thickness, inches .125

118 Lenpfth 'between tube sfheets, inches 179-78

119 Total fire area, square feet 5.26

T20 Serve Tubes, number of ri'bs

121 " " sq. in. of inside surface in one in.

of leno-th

122I

123

124 Boiler pressure, lbs. per sq. in 205

SUPERHEATER.

125 Number of tubes
^

126 Outside diameter, inches

127 Thickness, inches

128 Lengtih of tubes, inches

129

130

131

FIRE-BOX (size inside, INCHES).

132 Length 1 14-0

133 Width 68.0

134 Depth, front end 61.0

135 " back " 55-25

136 Volume, cubic feet (no arch) 233.31

137 Air inlets to ashpan (dampers closed), sq. ft.... 0.0

138 " " " " ( " open), " "..., 2.3
' " " " increased, ii-27-'o6, to 6.3139

140

EIRE DOORS.

141 Number i

142 Area, square feet i-59

143
CRATES.

144 Style Rocking finger

145 Total area, square feet 55-5

146 " '' dead grates, square feet 6.0

147 Width of air spaces, inches 75
AIR INLET AREAS, SQUARE EEET.

148 Throug-h fire-box sides 00

149 " grates I5-^^

150 " fire doors 03
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151 Total air inlets, (148), (149) and (150) i5-03

152 Ratio " " (149) to grate area (145) 0.27

153 " " " (151) " " " (^145) 0.27
HliATlNG SURFACIv, SQUARU I^EF/f.

154 ( )f the tubes, water side 2471.04
155 " " " fire " 2162.40
156 " " fire-box, fire side 156.86

157 " " superheater, fire side

158 Total, based on inside of fire-box and inside of
tubes 2319.26

159 Total, 'based on inside of firc-lbox and outside of

tubes 2627.90
LOILER VOLUMICS.

JVitli -ivatcr surface at level of second gauge cock.

160 Water space, cubic feet 338.6
161 Steam " " " 109.9

Exhaust nozzle.
162 Dou'ble or siog-lc Sinijle

163 Size of right, inches ] Diam 5-625

164 " " left, "
1

161^ Area of rig'ht, square inches | -4.85
166 ^ " " left,

" "
I

167 Total area, square inches 24.85

REVERSE EEVEH.
168 TT. p. cylinder, notches forward of centre 15

169 L. P. ' " " " " "

170
RATIOS.

171 Heating- surface (158) to grate area (145) 4T.79

172 Fire area through tubes (119) to grate area (145) .09

173 Fire-box heating surface (156) to grate area (145) 2.83

174 Tube surface (155) to fire-box heating surface (156) 13.79

175 Fire-box volume (136) to grate area (145) 4.20

176 ."

177
178

constants for dynamometer horse power.
(Power de-i'clof^ed at one R. P. M. ivhcn

pull is one pound.)

179 0006367 and ,0006336
constants for indicated horse power.

(Poiver developed at one R. P. M. and one
pound M. n. P.)

180 High pressure, cylinder, right, head end 02168
181 " " " " crank " 02106
182 " " "

left head " 02231

183 " " " " crank " 02168
184 Low " "

right, head "

185
" " " " crank "

186
" " "

left, liead "

187
" " " " crank "
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PISTON DISPLACEMENT, CUEIC EEET.

High pressure cylinder, right head end. .

189

190

191
"

192 Low
193

194

195 "

crank
left, head
" crank

right, head
" crank

left, head
" crank

4-97
4-83

4-97
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SUMMARY OF AVERAGE RESULTS—LOCOMOTIVE No.
PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD COMPANY.

5266.

^<
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SUMMARY OF AVERAGE RESULTS—LOCOMOTIVE No,
PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD COMPANY.

5266.

^4
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iSiUMMlAJRY OF AVERAGE RESULTS—L/O'COMIOTIVB No. 52G6.
PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD COMPANY.

fH
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SUMMARY OF AVERAGE RESULTS—LOCOMOTIVE No. 5266.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD COMPANY.

u
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SUMMARY OF AVERAGE RESULTS—LOCOMOTIVE No. 5266.

PENNSYLVANIA RA.ILROAD COMPANY.
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SUMMARY OF AVERAGE RESULTS—LOCOMOTIVE No. 5266-

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD COMPANY.
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SUMMARY OF AVERAGE RESULTS—LOCOMOTIVE
PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD COMPANY.

No 5266.
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SUMMARY OF AVERAGE RESULTS—LOCOMOTIVE No. 5266.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD COMPANY.
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SUMMARY OF AVERAGE RESULTS—LOCOMOTIVE No. 5266.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD COMPANY.
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SUMMARY OF AVERAGE RESULTS—LOCOMOTIVE No.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD COMPANY.
5266.
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SUMMARY OF AVERAGE RESULTS—LOCOMOTIVE No. 5266.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD COMPANY.

S-i

,0

s
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GRAPHICAL LOG OF LOCOMOTIVE TEST
LOCOMOTIVE

TYPE 4-4-2

CLASS E 2 A

NUMBER 5266

TEST NO. 901

R.P.M. CUT-OFF THROTTLE

80 15 F

sue
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GRAPHICAL LOG OF LOCOMOTIVE TEST

LOCOMOTIVE

TYEE 4-4-2

CLASS E 2 A

number 52ss
subject: locomotive test with scalp level coal

TEST NO. 904
R.P.M. CUT-OFF THROTTLE
80 25 F.

altoona, pa. 11-20-'06

210'

200-

190-

o

o



LOCOMOTIVE

TYPE 4-4-2

CLASS E 2 A

MUMBEB 5266

67

GRAPHICAL LOG OF LOCOMOTIVE TEST

R.P.M.

120

TEST NO. 908
CUT-OFF THROTTLB
20 F.

subject: locomotive test
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GRAPHICAL LOG OF LOCOMOTIVE TEST
LOC0r.1OTIVE

TYPE 4-4-2

CLASS E 2 A

NUMBER 5266

TEST NO. 912

R.P.M. CUT-OFF THROTTLE
120 30 F.

subject: LOCOMOTIVE TEST WITH 'SCALP LEVEL COAL
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LOCOMOTIVE

TYPE 4-4-2

CLASS E 2 A

GRAPHICAL LOG OF LOCOMOTIVE TESt
TEST HO. 914

R.P.M. CUT-OFF THROTTLE

160 20 F

subject:
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GRAPHICAL LOG OF LOCOMOTIVE TEST
locomotive

type: 4-4-2

CLASS E 2 A

NUMBER 5266

TEST NO. SI7

R.P.M. CUT-OFF

160 27
THROTTLE

F

subject:



n

GRAPHICAL LOG OF LOCOMOTIVE TEST
LOCOMOTIVE TEST NO 920

TYPE 4-4-2

CLASS E 2 A

NUMBER 5266

R.P.M.

200
CUT-OFF THROTTLE
20 F

SUBJECT:
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LOCOMOTIVE

TYPE 4-4-2

CLASS E 2 A

number 52ss
subject: locomotive test with scalp levelcoal

GRAPHICAL LOG OF L0C0V50TIVE TEST

test NO 923

R P.M. cut-off throttle

240 15 F

altoona.pa. 2-20-'07

210

200

190

z

a

5
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GRAPHICAL LOG OF LOCOMOTIVE TEST
LOCOMOTIVE

TYPE 4-4-2

CLASS E 2 A

NUMBER 526S

TEST NO. 927

R.P.M. CUT-OFF THROTTLE
280 15 F

subject;
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SG



St
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92
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100



101



102



103



104
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»MSWT C.Vl_IMOE.R. Rii^MT c-vuinde:r

utrT c.v-i_iNOCP«. V-ELF'T 0-<-l_lNDSLFl

CRAN»\ Cr4C»
cwp^r-tH. e.r*o

TesT No. 901 eo-is-r
la.l MlUta PER Houm.

'9.1 MH-ta PE.H l-tOUF^.

RI^KT CVUtMDtR
?=«1G,HT CVI_IM01L(=»

CRANK tNC HEAD KMD

UEFT C-rLir->DE.I=< UE.FT CYLINDCR

CRAMK CMO HEAD e^THO

TEST Mo. S04- SO--2&-F-
19.1 MH-fs PER HOvJ«=l

TcsT No. 90€> ©O-^O-F
19.1 MlUtS F^CR MOW«

TYPICAL INDICATOR DIAGRAMS.
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f=<lGiHT CVL.lNDE.m WI^HT CVUIKIOC^

LCrT OTl_INDER
l.gfT C^l_l NDEIIH

hkac» LNO

TEST No.SOa l20--,20-F

Z&.&S MlUEa PC.R movjF» "Test no. sio fz-o-zs-F-

'za.65 MILES S^ER HOUR

RIQHT CYUINDER -i—ira csCfE*

V_CF"r C^^l—INCDC-I^ UC.F-T C-fl_llvll3CT=»

•4KAO S.MO

TEST t>4o. SI'S. liO-iO-F
ZS.&S> MILES PER MOWR

TYPICAL INDICATOR DIAGRAMS

TE.=jX N». Sli ICO-IS-

3&-2. r-1ll_E.S. f=>tR MOI^I
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RK^HT O-I—II^OCLF^

c.^i_ir^oE.i=^

XE.&-r tMo. 91-4- i&o-'zo-

SS.'E. r-llL-t* l=>CF7 WOOF
TE-ST No. SIS ie.o--2.&-F-

P^l^MT C'^l-tr^OK.V^
BlCiMT C-^LINOtR

Cf«ANM ENO.

l.E.rT O-fUNDE-R

1S,T Ne>. Sn I&0--Z7-F-. TEST No.91© l»0-a.O-F

5S.2 iviiL.cs r»E.F=i VAOOR. 3S.Z MIUES PC.R HOWF*..

TYPICAL INDICATOR DIAGRAMS.
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RI^H-r C-<l.lt<IOE.I=»

CnAMVC CMO

i_eF—r CTuiNocf^
c.--c'u-i (wi=>E:.f=9

1t>«C» KMO

TEST No. 920. z.OO-Zo-fr TE-S-T No. 92."2. 200-'Z&-F-

l=«.lGiHT Cin_\MOE.F^
RK^HT CYl.lNDE.f=«

CF?>kf»4K Clr^o ME.AO

T CVUIWO^F*

CP^^MH. C:j>4C3 ^CL>k.C3 EU^tO

LEFT <:L-fUlfMDei=t

CnANK K1 HCAO OtO

Te-S-r No. aZ-i 2AO-15-F

57.3 MIl-ES PER HO>-/F=t.

TYPICAL INDICATOR DIAGRAMS.
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RlGlHT CVl_INOE.I=? F^l^HT C-rUlNOC-R

ORANK e.T^O HCAO Er40 C«>^H*\ E.r>4D

l_e.FT CVUINOEF*

OWAMK :i=<ANK e.tSO H&A.CI e:mc5

"Test No. 327 2&0-15-F
€>e>.85 MlL-tS. PER HOWF^

"Test- No. 929 320-I5-F
7S.04. MH_ES FtR HO>JR

TYPICAL INDICATOR DIAGRAMS.
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-D'STA,NCE.— lOOO f^EET

-TIME. -ONE SecorMD
'

' ' ' ' ' ' '
'

' '
I I I I M I

1
I I 1 t I 1 I i I I 1 ) I I I I I I I 1

C3/'^rr\^r~^ i_ir^e.

\
TE.ST No. 90-2. UAB. OESI<%. Q0-2O-F-

t r^TEG,l=r ATOF^ one &Q. i

i(4'HMf'VMM4AHH^ W
D»=iA,WBAR F=WUl_ 1_1(-1E

OAs"r>^rM L-ifJE

-TE-ST rvlo. SOQ LAB. oca. i-2.o--zo-f

TYPICAL DYNAMOMETER DIAGRAMS.
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O' S>-Tp^^ce - lOOO T^E-E.-l

1—

I

1 1 1 1 1 1 1- S i \ < 1 1 * » 1—

*

1 ^

^/<T~^ut^ \ ir^e.X
l_^& DE3. »e>0-'20-

OlSTANCE - lOOOFE-E-T

^ k TIME. -ONE SECO^gt:D

-i\ ly »\ fi ft ft ft ft N (I n !\——fl II

C3>VTOfM l_t

TEST No. 92<»- LAB. DESlCi. Z-iO-SO-F

TYPICAL DYNAMOMETER DIAGRAMS.
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-OlSTAi^CE. — tOOOF'e.E.T-

*. -t- -time: - orsC ^t.<iQ»^C3

-J^ [ * \ \ \ h \ h^

TE-S-r No. 92.9 u/^-e, DES 3'2.0-15-F

TYPICAL DYNAMOMETER DIAGRAMS.
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|G. 918—ELEVATION, SHOWING POSITIONS OF ^INSTRUMENTS, LOCOMOTIVE No. 5266.
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ECTIONS, iLOCOMOTIVE No. 5266.
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Fro. 921—FRO MT END ARRANGEMENT, LOCOMOTIVE No. 5256.
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FIG. 922—GRATE AND ASH PAN, LOCOMOTIVE
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FIG. 923—VALVE GEAR, LOCOMOTIVE No. 5265.
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